
Only 18% of businesses 
feel they’re able to train all 
salespeople on all the skills 
they want.

CONVERSATION PLAYBOOKS

Business Challenge

How This Affects You

What if You Could...

Many tools and apps promise to help salespeople “in the moment” across all selling situations. 

But even the best technologies will fail without the right messages, content, and skills 
reinforcement available to support those situations.

• Launching a highly-disruptive product or service requires different messages, content, 
and skills for than the launch of upgrades to an existing product in a mature market.

• Combining several products and services into a “solution” focuses too much on your 
offerings and not on the skills needed to tell have an executive conversation. 

• Messaging and content assets don’t align with or reinforce one-off skills workshops.

• Provide sellers the right messaging frameworks proven to work at each key moment in 
the customer lifecycle?

• Deliver the perfect coaching that aligns with the situation a seller is facing?
• Deliver messages, content, and skills in an engaging, interactive format anywhere a 

salesperson needs it?

TRAINING SHORTFALL



If... Then...
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What it is

What You Gain

Sellers are using the wrong messages stories 
for specific customer conversations...

Marketing content doesn’t connect to the skills 
that salespeople are learning...

Content libraries are static or trapped in old 
technology...

You need Corporate Visions’ Conversation 
Playbooks, an easy-to-use-and-update 
platform that provide situationally-appropriate 
messaging that connects to the skills your 
salespeople need to win. 

Corporate Visions’ Conversation Playbooks provide your sellers with just-in-time, 
situational messaging, content assets, and skills training to have the right conversations at 
each stage of the customer life cycle.

Conversation Playbooks bring together messages, content, and skills, and provide: 

•   Tested and proven messaging frameworks for each key moment in the customer 
lifecycle – Why Change? Why You? Why Now? Why Pay? Why Stay? — ensuring 
your messaging has the maximum impact in each situation.

•   Skills training competencies—chunked into short-and long-form eLearning 
formats -- that match each of the key moments in the customer lifecycle. Use 
modules to support your story by embedding them in message delivery coaching. 

 •   An integrated, interactive format with anytime, anywhere access. Provide mobile 
access without needing any additional software or technology. 

• Salespeople know what message to use and when.
• Salespeople feel confident that their new sales skills are reinforced by 

the stories they’re telling.
• Marketing and sales ops teams can easily edit and flex playbooks into 

more scenarios.


